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Abstract: Owing to peculiar properties of nanobody, including nanoscale size, robust 

structure, stable and soluble behaviors in aqueous solution, reversible refolding, high affinity 

and specificity for only one cognate target, superior cryptic cleft accessibility, and deep tissue 

penetration, as well as a sustainable source, it has been an ideal research tool for the development 

of sophisticated nanobiotechnologies. Currently, the nanobody has been evolved into versatile 

research and application tool kits for diverse biomedical and biotechnology applications. Vari-

ous nanobody-derived formats, including the nanobody itself, the radionuclide or fluorescent-

labeled nanobodies, nanobody homo- or heteromultimers, nanobody-coated nanoparticles, 

and nanobody-displayed bacteriophages, have been successfully demonstrated as powerful 

nanobiotechnological tool kits for basic biomedical research, targeting drug delivery and 

therapy, disease diagnosis, bioimaging, and agricultural and plant protection. These applications 

indicate a special advantage of these nanobody-derived technologies, already surpassing the 

“me-too” products of other equivalent binders, such as the full-length antibodies, single-chain 

variable fragments, antigen-binding fragments, targeting peptides, and DNA-based aptamers. 

In this review, we summarize the current state of the art in nanobody research, focusing on the 

nanobody structural features, nanobody production approach, nanobody-derived nanobiotech-

nology tool kits, and the potentially diverse applications in biomedicine and biotechnology. 

The future trends, challenges, and limitations of the nanobody-derived nanobiotechnology tool 

kits are also discussed.
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Introduction
Over the decades, single-domain antibodies (sdAbs) have received a progressive interest 

from pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries owing to their peculiar properties, 

including small size, robust structure, high affinity and specificity, superior cryptic 

cleft accessibility, and deep tissue penetration.1–3 The sdAbs could be categorized into 

man-made sdAbs and naturally occurring counterparts,4 the latter including variable 

domain of heavy-chain-only antibodies in camelids (VHH), a naturally occurring 

antigen-binding variable domain of heavy chain from heavy-chain-only antibodies 

(HCAbs),1 and variable domain of immunoglobulin new antigen receptors in sharks 

(V-NAR), a variable domain from immunoglobulin new antigen receptors (IgNARs).5 

Totally different from the man-made sdAbs, which have been pursued for the ideal ones 

by scientists for half a century, several naturally occurring sdAbs, including VHHs and 

V-NARs, already exist in nature in camelids or cartilaginous fish, sharing a surprising 

structural convergent evolution and performing similar biological functions.1–5
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In addition to the classical antibodies containing two 

heavy and two light chains, all camelidae including camels 

(Camelus dromedarius and Camelus bactrianus), llama 

(Lama glama and Lama guanicoe), and vicugna (Vicugna 

vicugna and Vicugna pacos) have HCAbs in their sera, lack-

ing L chains and devoid of a canonical constant heavy-chain 

(CH) 1 domain.1 Some cartilaginous fish, including nurse 

shark (Ginglymostoma cirratum), wobbegong (Orectolobus 

maculates), and dogfish (Squalus acanthias and Mustelus 

canis) sharks, also remarkably produce functional heavy-

chain-only immunoglobulins (Igs), named IgNARs.1,5–8 

Interestingly, some pathological and nonfunctional HCAbs 

were also discovered in sera of humans or in mouse hybri-

doma due to a partly genetic deletion of the variable heavy-

chain (VH) and CH1 regions.1 In camels or sharks, these 

HCAbs (or IgNARs) recognize the antigens via single 

variable domains, referred to as VHHs or V-NARs, respec-

tively. Thus, the VHHs or V-NARs are the smallest intact 

antigen-binding domain derived from the HCAbs or IgNARs 

naturally occurring in camelids or cartilaginous fish.

Nanobody is referred to the VHHs, the sdAb frag-

ments derived from naturally occurring camelid HCAbs or 

the counterpart domain V-NAR of IgNARs, the homodi-

meric antibodies devoid of light chains in sharks. Owing 

to the small dimensional size of 2.5 nm in diameter and 

4 nm in height (~12–15 kDa), Ablynx in 2003 dubbed 

these sdAbs “nanobody” to emphasize their smaller 

dimensional sizes, compared to larger molecular sizes of 

single-chain variable fragments (scFvs; 27 kDa), antigen-

binding fragments (Fabs; ~57kDa), and the intact conven-

tional immunoglobulin-γ (IgG) antibody (~150 kDa).3,5,8 

In this review, we summarize the current state of the art in 

nanobody research, focusing on the nanobody structural 

features, nanobody production approach, nanobody-derived 

nanobiotechnology tool kits, and the potential applications 

in biomedicine and biotechnology.

Structure of nanobodies
In comparison with the conventional IgG antibody assembled 

from two identical heavy-chain and two identical light-

chain (heterotetrameric structure, Figure 1A–C), camelid 

HCAbs are HCAbs (homodimeric structure, Figure 1D–F), 

devoid of the light-chain polypeptide and the first constant 

domain (CH1) of heavy-chain polypeptide.1–3 The absence 

of light chains in the whole antibody and lack of the CH1 

domain in the heavy chain are two significant features of 

camelid HCAbs, which provide them with a more compact 

architecture and smaller dimensional size with a molecular 

weight of ~90 kDa rather than ~150 kDa for the canonical 

antibody IgG.1,3 Similarly, the Ig isotype IgNAR (novel 

antigen receptor) discovered in the shark bloodstream is also 

a homodimeric structure of two heavy-chain polypeptides, 

each comprising a single variable domain and five constant 

domains (homodimeric structure, Figure 1G–I).7

The percentage of HCAbs in the bloodstream of cam-

elids varies greatly among species because of a variation 

in mutation rates.3 It might reach relatively high level in 

camels, ranging from ~50% to ~80%, whereas it totals up 

to 10%–25% in South American camelid species.1 Relative 

to the HCAbs in camelidae, the shark IgNARs are slightly 

at lower level, ranging from ~0.1 mg/mL to 1 mg/mL, 

counting for ~5% of the total Igs in the bloodstream.5,9 The 

HCAbs and IgNARs have shown very high hypermutation, 

apparently in response to antigens in the immune protection 

of the camelid and the shark.1,5,9 Therefore, to some extent, 

the nanobodies (VHHs or V-NARs) with a molecular weight 

of ~12–15 kDa in the HCAbs or IgNARs are the structural 

and functional counterparts of the Fabs in the conventional 

IgGs (Figure 1B, E, and H).1,3,5,8

Similar to the VH domain in conventional IgGs, the 

folded VHH in camel HCAbs comprises nine β-strands. 

These β-strands, organized in a four-stranded β-sheet and a 

five-stranded β-sheet, were connected by three hypervariable 

(HV) loops, also called complementarity-determining regions 

(CDRs), and by a conserved disulfide bond between Cys23 

within framework region (FR) 1 and Cys94 within FR3.1 

The three CDRs located at the N-terminal end of the domain 

forms a continuous surface (paratope) in response to recog-

nizing epitopes of antigens. This means that VHHs of the 

camel HCAbs and VH domains of the conventional IgGs 

share the similar structural architecture of the FRs and loops 

(Figure 1C and F).1,2,10,11 The alignment of the VHH amino 

acid sequences indicates that two major significant differ-

ences between both the VHH and VH domains exist within 

the FR2 and in the CDRs, especially in the CDR3.

The first notable difference between VHH and VH is 

within FR2.1,3 The highly conserved hydrophobic amino 

acids found within FR2 of the conventional VH region at 

positions (Val37, Gly44, Leu45, and Trp47) are replaced 

by hydrophilic and/or smaller amino acids, mostly Phe42, 

Glu49, Arg50, and Gly52, respectively.1,12–15 These hydro-

phobic amino acids normally participate in the interaction 

with chaperone proteins and the variable light chain (VL) 

domain during the assembly of heavy chains and light chains 
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Figure 1 Schematic representations of intact antibodies, including canonical antibodies (IgG1) and heavy-chain antibodies in camels (HCAbs) and sharks (IgNARs), and intact 
antibody-derived fragments.
Notes: (A) Intact canonical antibodies (IgG1) comprising two light chains (vL and CL domains) and two heavy chains (comprising vH, CH1, hinge, and CH2 and CH3 
domains). (B) Canonical antibody-derived fragments: Fabs, scFvs, and vH domains. (C) The structure and packing of vH domain from canonical antibodies IgG1. (D) Intact 
HCAbs in camelids, comprising homodimeric heavy chains (containing vHH and CH2 and CH3 domains), devoid of light chains in intact antibodies and lack of CH1 domains 
in heavy chains. (E) Camel HCAb-derived single-domain antibodies: vHH. (F) The structure and packing of vHH from camel HCAbs. (G) Intact IgNARs in sharks, comprising 
homodimeric heavy chains (containing v-NAR and C1–C5 domains), devoid of light chains in antibodies. (H) Shark IgNAR-derived single-domain antibodies: v-NAR. (I) The 
structure and packing of v-NAR from shark IgNARs.
Abbreviations: CDRs, complementarity-determining regions; CH, constant heavy chain; CL, constant light chain; Fabs, antigen-binding fragments; HCAbs, heavy-chain-only 
antibodies; Hv, hypervariable; Ig, immunoglobulin; IgNARs, Ig new antigen receptors; scFvs, single-chain variable fragments; vH, variable heavy chain; vHH, variable domain 
of HCAbs in camelids; vL, variable light chain; v-NAR, variable domain of IgNARs in sharks.
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of the conventional antibodies.1 Thus, reshaping this VL side 

of the domain deprives the heavy chains of their binding sites 

for any VL interaction, enhancing solubility and reducing 

aggregation of VHH in the absence of a VL domain.1,3

The second difference between VHH and VH is found 

in the HV loops. There is a broader structural repertoire of 

loops in VHH, especially an enlarged HV region in the H1 

loop (CDR1) and an extended H3 loop (CDR3) (Figure 1C 

and F). These uniquely extended loops provide a sufficient 

antigen-interacting surface, large enough to 600–800 Å2 as 

offered by six loops from the VH–VL domain pair in the 

traditional IgGs.1,3 It has been established that the elongated 

CDR3 is capable of extending into cavities on antigens, such 

as the active site crevice of enzymes and ligand-binding 

cavity of receptors.1,3 However, an enlarged loop suggests 

broader flexibility, expectedly leading to be entropically 

counterproductive for binding. This problem is solved in 

camel VHHs by fastening the extended loop of CDR3 with an 

extra disulfide bond toward either the CDR1 loop (Figure 1F) 

or the CDR2 loop or even the FR2.1,3,16 These disulfide bonds 

might maximally optimize the binding surface topology and 

facilitate the orientation of the CDR3 toward the antigens.3

As for the V-NARs, it shows homology to Vα domain of the 

T-cell receptor.5,17 Contrary to VHH, V-NAR only consists of 

seven β-strands instead of nine β-strands due to the truncation 

in FR2–CDR2 (Figure 1F and I). This means that V-NARs 

have only two CDRs, ie, CDR1 and CDR3 (Figure 1I). Simi-

lar to the camelid VHHs, the V-NAR has abnormally long 

CDR3 loops that considerably reflect the greatest diversity 

of the V-NAR in both sequence and length.7 Furthermore, 

highly frequent somatic mutation is also found in CDR1, at 

the equivalent site of the deleted CDR2, where the shorten 

loop forms a belt-like structure at the opposite side of the 

CDR1 and CDR3, and in a loop that resembles HV4 in T-cell 

receptors.5,18 Similar to the camel VHHs, the shark V-NARs 

also evolved to generate equivalent disulfide bridges tethering 

the extended antigen-binding loops.1,19,20

Although the sequences of VHHs and V-NARs are very 

diverse,1 the camel VHHs shared the similar architecture with 

V-NARs. Overall, both show a rugby ball-shaped structure 

and a convex or protruding surface at the N-terminal end of 

the domains.19,21 This protruding surface increases the actual 

interaction surface of the paratopes, extremely facilitating 

insertion of nanobodies in cavities on the surface of the 

antigens or ligand-binding sites of receptors.22 In limited 

cases, a flat paratope surface23 and occasionally a cavity for 

the antihapten binders24,25 were also observed owing to the 

long loops in most nanobody structures folding over the FR2 

region in VHH.1 These different shapes of the paratope sur-

faces demonstrated the extreme flexibility and great diversity 

of both the sdAbs.

Nanobody libraries
To fish out a desired nanobody with high stability and 

subnanomolar or picomolar affinity, preparation of nano-

body libraries using different approaches was reasonably 

proposed.1,4,7,26,27 The technologies used for the preparation 

of nanobody library do not significantly differ from the ones 

otherwise used for recovering the Fab and scFv libraries. 

First of all, retrieval of nanobodies from an immune library 

is a priority consideration because somatic maturation in 

lymphocytes of immunized Camelidae will give antibody 

libraries more specific and higher affinity to antigens of 

interest.4 However, for each new antigen, we have to prepare 

a new immune library, which might unnecessarily spend 

more time and costs than other strategies proposed where 

else, such as large one-pot libraries without immunization of 

animals.4 Thus, a suitable naive library using blood samples 

from nonimmunized animals or the semisynthetic and syn-

thetic libraries are practically alternative choices. Despite the 

lack of somatic maturation, it is possible that the selection 

based on phage display using such one-pot large libraries 

(.109 clones per library) allowed to isolate such VHHs with 

high affinity in the subnanomolar or picomolar range that are 

suitable for the diverse biomedical applications.

Immune library
Preparation of the immune nanobody library first needs an 

immunization of camelidae, through which antigen-specific 

HCAbs are affinity matured. The immunization procedures 

are mostly involved in prime–boost strategy using various 

antigens of interest as immunogens. After a brief immuniza-

tion, the nanobodies are generally readily obtained by cloning 

the V gene repertoire from peripheral blood lymphocytes 

and by screening through phage display or other biological 

carriers.1,26 The entire Fab of the HCAb comprises only one 

VHH, and it contains ~120 amino acid residues, encoded by a 

gene fragment of only ~360 bp. Thus, the VHH gene is easily 

cloned by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in one single 

amplicon. As a result, small libraries (just ~106 individual 

clones per library) created by using a ~50 mL of blood sample 

already represent the immune VHH repertoire of lympho-

cytes present in bloodstream of the immunized animals.1

As for the amplification and cloning of an scFv, the VH 

and VL exons needed to be first individually PCR amplified, 

which probably results in scrambled pairs of the VH and VL 
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domains due to their random assembly. In contrast to the 

scFv cloning, the PCR amplification of the VHH present in 

only one exon generally facilitated generation of intact and 

affinity-matured VHHs from peripheral B-lymphocytes. 

Thus, the unique specificity and high affinity of nanobodies 

from immune libraries are guaranteed. Kinetic k
on

 and k
off

 

rate constants of the nanobodies retrieved from the immune 

libraries are routinely reported to be low nanomolar or 

even picomolar levels, ranging from 105 to 106 M−1 s−1 and 

10−2–10−4 s−1, respectively.1 Such affinity parameters are 

excellent properties for the most biomedical applications, 

including disease diagnosis, bioimaging, drug screening, 

and targeting therapy.

Naive library
When toxic or nonimmunogenic antigens are potentially 

used as immunogens, or immunization is not available for 

some other reasons, naive V repertoires could be employed 

to replace the immune VHH libraries. This approach allows 

us saving the time and costs related to preparing a new library 

for any new antigens of interest. Due to the lack of somatic 

maturation stimulated in vivo by immunization process, such 

libraries theoretically need to include ~109 individual clones 

to allow the retrieval of high-affinity binders to a given anti-

gen in general.1 Practically, the theoretical diversity of a naive 

library increases with increasing of the number of lympho-

cytes initially collected. Thus, large volume of blood samples 

(.1 L) collected from different animals is a prerequisite for 

preserving the greatest genetic diversity. In addition, to avoid 

unnecessary diversity reduction during cloning of this type of 

library, all of the necessary steps should be performed with 

the highest care to reduce the material loss. As a practical 

alternative, the final library size could also be beneficially 

increased by mixing independently prepared collections to 

guarantee the diversity of the library.4

Semisynthetic/synthetic library
Limited size and diversity is a key problem that affects even 

large size naive-based nanobody libraries.27 Without an enor-

mous germline diversity and the recombinatorial diversity 

from VH/VL pairing in traditional IgGs, affinity maturation 

in camelids or sharks relies to a larger extent on somatic 

hypermutation that precisely tunes the CDRs to recognize 

any given antigens.27 Thus, in an effort to mimic such in vivo 

diversification to yield diverse enough libraries capable of 

generating nanobodies to any given antigen, another strategy, 

ie, semisynthetic/synthetic library, was proposed. The high-

affinity nanobody could also be fished out using this type 

of library without immunization of animals. The strategy is 

trying to conserve the FRs surrounding the CDRs, which may 

be crucial in conserving the structural integrity of nanobod-

ies, and to randomly diversify the sequences of the CDRs, 

especially of CDR3.27

Based on naturally occurring VHH or V-NAR sequences, 

the semisynthetic or synthetic nanobody libraries could be 

created by introducing length and sequence variations in 

CDR3 using randomized CDR3 primers,18 or error-prone 

PCR combined with splice-overlap extension PCR method.7,27 

Using small blood samples (,10 mL), the complexity of 

diversity-enhanced semisynthetic or synthetic nanobody 

library is close to 109, whereas the complexity of 106 of naive 

library could only be reached by using the same volume of 

blood samples. At least .1 L of blood samples might be 

consumed in order to obtain ~109 individual clones per library 

for the naive library.4 This means that the semisynthetic or 

synthetic library had better CDR3 diversity and better utility 

than the naturally occurring naive VHH or V-NAR libraries 

without immunization of animal or collection of large volume 

of blood samples. Thus, this may be a promising path toward 

obtaining a limitless source of nanobodies against a variety of 

antigens without immunization of animals.

Independent of the strategies to construct libraries, the 

established libraries further need to be displayed on different 

biological carries, including phages, bacteria, yeasts, and 

ribosomes, to facilitate screening and panning for a given 

antigen-specific nanobody. Retrieval of nanobodies from the 

libraries by phage display or any other selection protocols 

described earlier, including bacterial display, yeast display, 

intracellular two-hybrid selection, and ribosome display, has 

been well documented.1 By a variety of standard biopanning 

strategies, these libraries are preciously hidden treasure 

with great molecular diversity and could be utilized to fish 

out the nanobody binders with desired properties to various 

antigens of interest.

Nanobody-derived 
nanobiotechnology tool kits
Within the new vista of nanobiotechnological applications, 

different nanosized biotools, nanoscaled biomacromolecules, 

and engineered bacteriophages have been employed as prom-

ising approaches to meet the unmet needs of biomedicine 

and biotechnology development for human health. Owing 

to the desired properties of nanobody, including nanoscaled 

size, stable and soluble behavior in aqueous solution, 

reversible refolding, humanizable sequences, and specific 

and high affinity for only one cognate target, as well as a 
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sustainable source, nanobody has been an ideal research tool 

for the development of sophisticated nanobiotechnologies. 

Currently, the nanobody has been evolved into versatile 

research and application tool kits for diverse nanobiotech-

nology applications.1–3,10,11,28 A variety of nanobody-derived 

formats, including the nanobody itself, the radionuclide 

or fluorescent dye-labeled nanobodies, fluorescent protein 

or chromogenic enzyme fusion nanobodies, bivalent 

nanobodies, self-assembly motif-mediated nanobody homo- 

or heteromultimers, nanobody-coated nanoparticles, and 

nanobody-displayed bacteriophages (Figure 2), have been 

successfully demonstrated as powerful nanobiotechnological 

tool kits for diverse biomedical applications, including 

targeting drug delivery and therapy,1,3 disease diagnosis,2,3 

bioimaging,11,29–31 and agricultural and plant protection.32,33 

These applications indicate a special advantage of these 

nanobody-derived technologies, already surpassing the 

“me-too” products of other equivalent binders, such as 

the full-length antibodies, scFvs, Fabs, targeting peptides, 

and DNA-based aptamers.

Versatile applications of nanobody-
derived nanobiotechnologies
There are various biomedical applications using the 

nanobody-derived nanobiotechnologies, which has been 

extensively covered recently elsewhere.1–3,10,11,28,34–37 Here, 

we focus on a number of examples, wherein nanobodies 

provide special advantages over other equivalent binders. 

These applications demonstrated a promising future of the 

use of nanobodies in versatile environments, including basic 

Figure 2 Schematic of versatile nanobody-derived nanobiotechnological tool kits containing nanobody itself (A), radionuclide-labeled (B) or fluorescent dye-labeled 
nanobodies (C), fluorescent protein fusion nanobodies (D), chromogenic enzyme fusion nanobodies (E), bivalent nanobodies (F), self-assembly motif-mediated nanobody 
homo- or heteromultimers (G), nanobody-coated nanoparticles (H), and nanobody-displayed phages (I and J).
Note: These nanobiotools have been successfully applied to a variety of biomedical applications.1–3,10,11,28,34–37

Abbreviations: NPs, nanoparticles; vHH, variable domain of heavy-chain-only antibodies in camelids; v-NAR, variable domain of immunoglobulin new antigen receptors 
in sharks.
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research, bioimaging, clinical diagnosis, therapeutics, and 

agricultural and plant protection. Compared to the conven-

tional sdAbs, these diverse applications indicate the versatile 

and novel properties of nanobodies as promising sdAbs.

Nanobodies as versatile research tools 
in biotechnology
With the versatile properties of the nanobodies, they have 

been developed into various research tools used in basic 

research, including affinity purification, immunoprecipita-

tion, chaperone-assisted crystallization, protein degradation, 

gene activation or inactivation, protein–protein interaction, 

and many others (Table 1).

Owing to the intrinsic stability, monomeric nature, and 

easy directional immobilization to solid substrates, the 

nanobody is considered an ideal ligand for biomolecule 

purifications. Compared to full-length antibodies, nanobodies 

could yield a high-column regeneration capacity, produce an 

increased amount of paratopes per gram of support materials, 

and only need milder elution conditions.1–3 For example, 

antihuman IgG VHH has been developed for IgG purification 

and depletion from blood, outperforming canonical protein 

A-based method.38 Apart from concave epitopes on properly 

folded proteins, nanobodies could recognize small linear 

peptide sequences, which has been confirmed by isolating 

anti-EPEA VHHs. EPEA is a C-terminal tetra-amino-acid 

Glu–Pro–Glu–Ala sequence that can be cloned as a tag behind 

any protein,39 facilitating a rapid and robust affinity purifica-

tion of proteins. This linear peptide sequence recognition by 

nanobodies has also been demonstrated by isolating VHHs 

against another tetra-amino-acid sequence KDEL, a C-termi-

nal signature tag of endoplasmic reticulum-resident protein.40 

This anti-KDEL VHH nanobody was shown to be an excel-

lent tool to study differences in ER-resident protein expres-

sion by recognizing the KDEL sequence at the C-terminus 

of proteins, irrespective of the protein context.40

The high affinity and unique specificity of nanobodies 

also make themselves excellent candidates for immuno-

precipitation applications and for chromatin immunopre-

cipitation with DNA microarray (ChIP-on-chip) technology, 

facilitating uncovering new transcription factor-binding 

sites.2,41 Furthermore, by the combination of nanobody and 

magnetosome, a VHH-coated magnetosome approach was 

proposed for in vitro and in vivo immunoprecipitation by 

magnetical recruitment of antigen partners from cell extracts 

or within living bacteria.42 As membranous organelles present 

in magnetotactic bacteria, magnetosomes contain magnetite 

particles enabling orientation of bacteria in a magnetic field.2 

By expressing red fluorescent protein (RFP)-binding nano-

body with a magnetosome membrane protein MamC, VHH-

coated magnetosomes were generated to efficiently recognize 

and bind their antigens in vitro by magnetically separating 

Table 1 The typical applications of nanobody-derived nanobiotechnologies in basic biomedical research

Antigens of interest Specific nanobodies Potential applications References

Human IgG Anti-hIgG vHH IgG purification and depletion from blood, outperforming 
protein-A-based method

38

C-terminal tag: Glu–Pro–Glu–Ala (ePeA) Anti-ePeA vHH Highly efficient affinity chromatography for any EPEA-tagged 
protein purification 

39

eR-resident protein C-terminal tag: KDeL Anti-KDeL vHH In situ monitoring the expression of eR-resident protein 40
Lrp-like regulator Ss-LrpB Anti-Ss-LrpB vHH ChIP-on-chip 41
RFP Anti-RFP vHH Immunoprecipitation via vHH-coated magnetosomes in vitro 

and in vivo
42

β2-AR Anti-β2-AR vHH Crystallization chaperone for β2-adrenergic receptor 44
Anti-toxic protein Maze in Escherichia coli Anti-Maze vHH Crystallization chaperone for Maze protein 45
β2-MF Anti-β2-MF vHH Crystallization chaperone for β2-microglobulin fibril formation 48
Prion Anti-prion vHH Crystallization chaperone to inhibit prion oligomerization, 

understanding early prion formation
49

epsI:epsJ pseudopilin heterodimer Anti-pseudopilin vHH Crystallization chaperone for epsI:epsJ pseudopilin 
heterodimer, the bacterial type 2 secretion system

50

Secretin GspD Anti-GspD vHH Crystallization chaperone for periplasmic N-terminal domain 
of GspD; the type 2 secretion system 

51

GFP Anti-GFP vHH Protein knockout by the deGradFP complex, ie, anti-GFP 
vHH fused to the F-box domain

52,53

Different epitopes of GFP Antiepitopes of GFP 
vHHs

Gene activation or inactivation in GFP-expressing cells by 
active transcription factor complex 

54

Abbreviations: AR, adrenergic receptor; ChIP-on-chip, chromatin immunoprecipitation with DNA microarrays; GFP, green fluorescent protein; Ig, immunoglobulin; IgG, 
immunoglobulin-γ; MF, microglobulin fibril; RFP, red fluorescent protein; VHH, variable domain of heavy-chain-only antibodies in camelids; hIgG, human IgG; EPEA, Glu-Pro-
Glu-Ala; KDeL, Lys-Asp-Glu-Leu; eR, endoplasmic reticulum.
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the VHH particle–antigen complexes from unbound protein 

contaminants. Such VHH particles could potentially also be 

used for intracellular recognition and magnetosome recruit-

ment of RFP-tagged proteins and their interaction partners 

within living bacteria.

Nanobodies were also used as effective chaperones to 

assist crystallization process and structural determination of 

membrane proteins and large protein complexes for which 

it is difficult to determine these protein structures by X-ray 

crystallography. Since the convex or protruding surface at 

the N-terminal end of nanobodies could be targeting and 

recognizing clefts on the surface of antigens and these clefts 

usually coincide with active enzymatic sites or ligand-/

receptor-binding cavities, the nanobodies are very suitable 

chaperones to assist crystallization and structural determina-

tion of these challenging targets.43,44 It has been demonstrated 

that, compared to the conventionally full antibodies, such 

chaperones could facilitate crystal formation by maintain-

ing highly dynamic proteins in one of the particular protein 

conformations and stabilize intrinsic flexible regions or 

detergent-solubilized membrane proteins through preventing 

hydrophobic surfaces from contact with solvent to facilitate 

the effective crystal formation (Figure 3).45–47 For example, 

β2-adrenergic receptor crystal has been elucidated in the 

presence of active state-specific VHH, which could stabilize 

the instable active state of the receptor,2,44 and a VHH also 

plays its unique roles as a chaperone for the formation of 

β2-microglobulin fibril by stabilizing early fibril intermedi-

ates and preventing their self-oligomerization.2,48 The struc-

tural information on the disordered N-terminal prion protein 

region has also been elucidated by a VHH-inhibiting prion 

oligomerization, eventually contributing to the understand-

ing of early prion formation.2,49 Similarly, crystallization 

process of components of bacterial type 2 secretion system 

demonstrated that the VHHs could substantially facilitate 

well-diffracting crystal formation by merely providing 

additional contact surface to the target proteins.2,50,51

By an elegantly experimental design, another example 

of the use of nanobody is to trigger the depletion of antigen 

via the ubiquitin pathway. Caussinus et al52,53 designed a 

deGradFP nanocomplex to induce the degradation of protein 

in vivo. A proof of concept study was conducted in fruitfly 

(Drosophila melanogaster) and zebrafish (Danio rerio). The 

anti-green fluorescent protein (GFP) nanobody was fused 

to the F-box domain that recruits the polyubiquitination 

machinery. Once a target was captured in the ubiquitinated 

nanobody-based nanocomplex, the proteasome-mediated 

degradation could be initiated.1,52 This is a new protein 

knockout tool potentially for more sophisticated applica-

tions in biomedicine and biotechnology. The resulting 

ubiquitinated nanobody-based nanocomplex could be effec-

tively restricted in certain tissues, and the extent of protein 

degradation could be real-time monitored by just measuring 

GFP fluorescence.2

Recently, some other elegant works also demonstrated 

a nanobody-based system using fluorescent proteins as 

scaffolds for cell-specific gene manipulation.54 Two dif-

ferent nanobodies that could bind different regions of 

GFP were fused to a transcriptional activation domain or 

a DNA-binding domain, respectively. As a result, the GFP 

expression in GFP-expressing cells could specifically lead 

to the formation of a nanoscaled active transcription factor.54 

This approach could be utilized to conveniently induce cell-

specific transgene expression or gene knockdown by RNAi 

in a vast collection of transgenic GFP cell lines.2

Nanobodies as powerful bioimaging 
reagents
Owing to small dimensional size and high affinity of the 

nanobodies against various targets of interest, eg, intracellular 

signaling molecules and cancer biomarkers, the nanobodies 

and their derivative formats used as versatile nanotracers 

have been successfully employed in this postgenomic era 

(Table 2).1 Using fluorescent protein fusion nanobodies or 

anti-GFP nanobodies, some elegantly fabricated nanobody-

based tracers have been developed for bioimaging in living 

cells. As a proof of concept, intracellular expression of the 

genetic fusion of a fluorescent protein with a nanobody 

produces useful chromobodies or fluobodies to trace in vivo 

intracellular target in various cellular compartments in living 

cells,55,56 avoiding the need of genetic modification of target 

proteins with fluorescent tags. For example, an anti-GFP 

nanobody, termed GFP-binding protein (GBP), was fused 

to a monomeric RFP to generate a chromobody. The result-

ing GFP-based chromobody could specifically label the 

intracellular GFP fusion proteins localized in cytoplasm or 

nuclear.55 Several of these nanobody-based tracers were also 

developed for high-content analysis, eg, the direct visualiza-

tion of endogenous native proteins or infectious HIV virions 

in living cells.57,58 Furthermore, the GBP is also applied in 

super-resolution microscopy for the visualization of GFP 

fusion proteins. By coupling organic dyes to GFP-binding 

nanobodies, the nanobody-based tracker could recognize any 

GFP-tagged construct, enabling single-molecule localiza-

tion with super-resolution imaging techniques.1,59 Similarly, 

a GBP-coated gold nanoparticle was also employed as a 
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single-molecule tracer to monitor GFP-tagged membrane 

proteins and is even capable of tracking intracellular proteins 

in living cells by internalization.2,60

Recently, the nanobody-based tracer was applied to study 

in vivo protein–protein interactions.2 By a sophisticated 

experimental design, the GBP was first fused to an anchoring 

protein that will localize the GBP at a particular subcellular 

compartment. The fluorescent protein GFP or RFP was then 

fused to the two proteins of interest. Once interaction of 

the two proteins occurs, both the proteins tethered together 

will lead to a strong GFP–RFP colocalization signal at 

the subcellular compartment defined by the GBP. In the 

nucleus and cytosol of human cells, it has been success-

fully demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach. By 

this way, peptide inhibitors of protein–protein interactions 

in these intracellular environments were analyzed and 

screened.2,61 More importantly, intracellularly expressed 

nanobodies themselves remaining soluble and specific 

antigen recognition activities could also be used to interfere 

with particular protein functions by competing with normal 

β

Figure 3 Some challenging structures elucidated using nanobodies as crystallization chaperones.
Notes: (A) Nanobody Nb80 (red), as a structural mimic of GαS, stabilizes the active-state conformation of β2-adrenoreceptor (green).44,47 (B) Ribbon representation of 
the full-length human prion protein (HuPrP, green) in complex with nanobody Nb484 (red).49 (C) A periplasmic N-terminal domain of GspD (green or cyan) from the type 2 
secretion system secretin in complex with nanobody Nb7 (red), forming a compact GspD:Nb7 heterotetramer.46,51 (D) Nanobody Nb11 (red)-aided structure determination 
of epsI (cyan):epsJ (green) pseudopilin heterodimer, a component of the bacterial type 2 secretion system in Vibrio vulnificus.50 Protein Data Bank accession numbers are given 
in parentheses.
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in situ protein–protein interactions. Thus, the identification 

of such bioactive nanobodies could offer an opportunity 

for target validation and lead molecule optimization to 

investigate difficult interactions or interactions considered 

undruggable.1,62,63

More interestingly, versatile nanotraps have been devel-

oped, by which nanobodies were exploited to report par-

ticular conformational variants of a target and even to alter 

target translocation and localization in different organelles 

of living cells.64–67 For example, nanobodies could modu-

late the conformation and spectral properties of GFP. The 

tamoxifen-induced translocation of human estrogen receptor 

from the cytoplasm to the nucleus could be monitored in a 

sensitive, high-throughput manner by nuclear expression 

of a GFP-enhancing GBP and then by monitoring the ratio 

of imaging.2,64 Promyelocytic leukemia protein originally 

dispersed throughout the nucleus, whereas GFP fusion pro-

myelocytic leukemia protein is specifically redirected to the 

nuclear lamina by coexpressing GBP-lamin1 as a nuclear 

lamina anchor.2,67 Contrary to trapping target proteins in 

nuclear lamina, GBP was also demonstrated to block the 

action of nuclear GFP fusion proteins by trapping them in 

the cytoplasm of plant cells.2,68

Nanobodies for disease diagnosis
Apart from the use of nanobodies as versatile bioimaging 

tools in living cells, nanobodies have been used as valuable 

in vivo detection probes for cancer, infectious disease, 

atherosclerotic lesions, inflammatory response, and many 

other diseases in preclinical and clinical environments 

(Table 3).

The nanobodies could be quickly eliminated from blood-

stream due to their small sizes with a molecular weight 

of ~12–15 kDa that is well below the renal clearance cutoff of 

molecular weight of ~50 kDa.1,69 Thus, the small-size property 

of nanobodies facilitates their fast extravasation, good tumor 

penetration, and rapid renal clearance, which eventually lead 

to rapid and sensitive imaging of target tissue just within a 

few hours postinjection.2,29,30 This is requirement exactly 

for a good in vivo imaging agent.1 Radionuclide-labeled 

nanobodies have been successfully applied to noninvasively 

image in vivo tumors via positron emission tomography 

and single-photon emission computed tomography. These 

nanobody-derived nanoprobes demonstrated a high target 

specificity, high stability, good solubility, high tumor-to-

background signal, fast clearance of excess tracer, and low 

immunogenicity.2 For example, 99mTc-labeled VHHs could be 

used to recognize HER2, a cancer antigen for breast cancer 

diagnosis in a preclinical setting,29 to distinguish moderate 

and high expression of epidermal growth factor receptor for 

improved prognosis of cancer therapy,30 to detect the status 

of inflammatory responses by imaging dendritic cells,31 and 

to target VCAM1, an antigen used to diagnose vulnerable 

atherosclerotic plaques.70

Besides the promising results obtained by using 99mTc-

VHH with half-life time (t
1/2

) of ~6 hours, some short-lived 

nuclides were also tested for more patient-friendly diagnoses. 

Rapid targeting to diseased tissue and fast blood clearance 

of unbound nanobodies make it possible to use short-lived 

nuclide-labeled formats for in vivo diagnosis, such as 
68Ga and 18F with the t

1/2
 of 68 minutes and 110 minutes, 

respectively. This approach makes it possible to measure 

Table 2 The representative applications of chromobodies-based nanobiotechnologies for intracellular bioimaging

Antigens of interest Specific nanobodies Potential applications References

GFP Anti-GFP vHHs fused to RFP Nanobody-based tracer: specifically label cytoplasmic or nuclear 
localized GFP fusion proteins

55

High-content analysis: eg, direct monitoring apoptosis assay in 
living cells

57

HIv-1 CA Anti-CA vHH fused to GFP Dynamic visualization of HIv virions in living cells 58
GFP Anti-GFP vHH labeled with dye AF647 Super-resolution microscopy for GFP fusion proteins, reaching 

nanometer spatial resolution
59

GFP Anti-GFP vHH-coated gold 
nanoparticle

Live cell single-molecule imaging for GFP-tagged membrane 
proteins and intracellular proteins

60

GFP Anti-GFP vHH fused to localization 
protein 

Intracellular protein–protein interactions: F3H for GFP and RFP 
fusion proteins 

61

GFP Multiple anti-GFP vHHs Monitoring intracellular translocation of estrogen receptor by 
nuclear expression of GFP-enhancing vHH 

64

GFP Anti-GFP vHH fused to nuclear lamin1 Trapping nuclear promyelocytic leukemia protein in lamina 67
GFP Anti-GFP vHH fused to RFP Trapping nuclear GFP fusion proteins in the cytoplasm in plant cells 68

Abbreviations: CA, capsid protein; F3H, fluorescent-three-hybrid; GFP, green fluorescent protein; RFP, red fluorescent protein; VHH, variable domain of heavy-chain-only 
antibodies in camelids.
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picomolar concentrations of nanoprobe within 1–3 hours 

postinjection by using positron emission tomography and 

single-photon emission computed tomography imaging 

techniques, thus resulting in a very low radiation burden 

for patients.1 Using a mouse epidermoid carcinoma A431 

xenograft model, the 68Ga-labeled nanobodies against an 

epidermal growth factor receptor were recently tested for 

their performances, yielding a relatively high ratio of tumor 

to blood after 3 hours postinjection.1,71

Owing to rapid renal clearance of nanobodies, the disad-

vantage of using nanobodies as in vivo probes is high accumu-

lation of unbound nanobodies in kidneys soon after the probe 

injection, finally leading to a high radiation dose in kidneys 

and a complicated analysis of nearby tissues.2,29,31,70 A method 

has been further proposed to reduce the background level 

encountered with radiolabeled VHHs by preinjection of unla-

beled bivalent VHHs to first occupy all extratumoral sites.72 

Alternatively, nonradioactive VHH-based probes with near-

infrared fluorophores have also been fabricated to image in 

vivo tumors. These near-infrared fluorophore-labeled VHHs 

also showed faster imaging compared to approved monoclonal 

antibodies (McAbs) targeting the same antigens.2,73,74

Like a coin has two sides, the small size of nanobodies, 

however, might affect antigen–probe interaction when they are 

coated in adsorptive substrates in an in vitro enzyme linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for disease biomarkers in blood 

or other biopsies. Compared to traditional IgGs, when these 

small-size nanobodies are coated on adsorptive substrates, the 

paratopes of nanobodies are very close to the vicinity of adsorb-

ing surface, which might hinder antigen–probe interaction.75 

C-terminal peptide extension could improve the accessibility 

of coated VHHs in ELISA, eg, by fusion to peptide fragments, 

including a myc-His-tag, a llama long hinge region-His-tag,76 

and an Fc chain.2,75 Through this way, the engineered camel 

sdAbs were immobilized for sensing human prostate-specific 

antigen, which demonstrated that a higher probe density 

mediates enhanced detection sensitivity in a surface plasmon 

resonance-based detection system.75,77 This means that the use 

of nanobodies to generate sensitive and selective biosensors 

for in vitro disease diagnosis is highly feasible.2,75

More particularly, the nanobodies have also been devel-

oped to detect disease biomarkers in human biopsies by 

antibody-based slide and bead arrays. For an instance, a bioti-

nylated VHH has been applied to streptavidin beads for sensi-

tive biomarker detection in patient sera.2,78 As for pathogen 

diagnosis, traditionally McAb-derived antibodies have been 

used for decades. Although these McAb-derived formats 

recognize pathogen antigens with high sensitivity, they often 

lack the required specificity, leading to unsatisfactory per-

formances. It has been demonstrated that the performances 

of nanobodies far exceed traditional McAbs. For example, 

Brucella and Yersinia infections in livestock have been 

Table 3 The representative applications of nanobody-derived nanobiotechnologies for disease diagnosis in vitro and in vivo

Antigens of interest Specific nanobodies Potential applications References

HeR2 99mTc-labeled anti-HeR2 vHH SPeCT for molecular diagnosis of breast cancer 29
eGFR 99mTc-labeled anti-eGFR vHH SPeCT imaging for in vivo monitoring of eGFR expression 30
Murine bone marrow-derived 
dendritic cells 

Multiple 99mTc-labeled vHHs SPECT imaging for the status of inflammatory responses 31

vCAM1 99mTc-labeled vHHs SPeCT imaging for atherosclerotic lesions 70
eGFR 68Ga-labeled anti-eGFR vHH Immuno-PeT imaging in epidermoid carcinoma A431 

xenografts
71

MMR 99mTc-labeled anti-MMR vHH SPeCT/micro-CT for in vivo imaging of tumor-associated 
macrophages

72

HeR2 IRDye 800Cw-labeled anti-HeR2 vHH NIR optical imaging of human breast tumor xenografts 
for image-guided surgery

73

eGFR IRDye 800Cw-labeled anti-eGFR vHH NIR optical imaging for human tumor xenografts 74
hPSA Anti-hPSA vHH Surface plasmon resonance-based sensing for human 

prostate-specific antigen
75

Chaperonin GroeL from Brucella Anti-GroeL vHH Species-specific diagnosis of Brucella infections in livestock 79
Ts14 from Taenia solium Anti-Ts14 vHH Species-specific diagnosis of T. solium infection in pigs 80
Surface glycoprotein of 
Trypanosoma evansi

Anti-T. evansi vHH Diagnostic of T. evansi, allowing easy species typing of 
prevailing parasites

81

Human glycophorin A 
erythrocyte (CD235a)

Anti-CD235a vHH fused to HIv-1 p24 vHH-based agglutination reagent for HIv diagnosis 82

Abbreviations: EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; HER2, Human epidermal growth factor receptor-2; hPSA, human prostate-specific antigen; MMR, macrophage 
mannose receptor; NIR, near-infrared; PET, positron emission tomography; RFP, red fluorescent protein; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography; micro-CT, 
micro-computed tomography; vCAM1, vascular cell adhesion molecule-1; vHH, variable domain of heavy-chain-only antibodies in camelids.
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successfully distinguished by a VHH rather than conventional 

antibodies.79 Similarly, Taenia solium infection in pigs could 

be successfully detected by species-specific VHHs, whereas 

the existing genus-specific McAbs have failed to discriminate 

between T. solium and Taenia hydatigena infections.80 Both 

species-specific and genus-specific VHHs have been devel-

oped for the diagnosis of Trypanosoma parasites without 

purification of antigens, leading to easy species typing of 

the prevailing parasites.2,81 Recently, a general nanobody-

based agglutination reagent, consisting of a fusion protein 

between a red blood cell-specific VHH and a disease antigen 

of interest, has been developed for diagnosing a variety of 

diseases when different disease-specific antigens are avail-

able. This elegantly designed system could be used for HIV 

diagnosis when an HIV-1 p24 antigen was fused with red 

blood cell-specific VHH.82 Thus, agglutination mediated by 

anti-p24 antibodies in patient serum and the added p24-VHH 

fusion protein could be observed if the anti-p24 antibodies 

are present in HIV-positive patient sera.2

Nanobodies as targeting therapeutics
The development of nanobodies as targeting therapeutics is still 

in a very early stage. Some elegant works have demonstrated 

that the use of the bioactive nanobodies for antitoxin, anti-

infection, anti-inflammation, or enzyme inhibition is a 

potentially feasible way for novel therapeutic development 

(Table 4). For example, nanobodies have been evaluated 

for passive immunization to treat envenomed victims, 

demonstrating extreme high-neutralization potency. By far, 

nanobodies for antiscorpion toxins, antibacterial toxins, 

and anti-snake venom are actively being investigated.83–87 

Owing to their small size and extended CDR3, nanobodies 

also showed special advantages as therapeutics for infectious 

disease, including the infection of viruses, bacteria, and para-

sites, over conventional antibodies that usually obstruct the 

access of hidden and essential epitopes on pathogens.88–96 The 

added value of the nanobodies as targeting therapeutics stems 

from their capacity to distinguish the cognate target from 

closely related variants. Most of the small organic antagonists 

or even the conventional antibodies to a larger extent cannot 

reach such high specificity. Therefore, nanobodies could be 

used to specifically inhibit unwanted enzymatic activities 

related to different cellular signaling pathways. For example, 

ecto-ADP-ribosyl transferase ART2.2-specific VHH effec-

tively blocked the enzymatic and cytotoxic activities of 

ART2.2 in lymphatic organs following intravenous injection. 

Table 4 The representative applications of nanobody-derived nanobiotechnologies for potential targeting disease therapy

Antigens of interest Specific nanobodies Potential applications References

Scorpion toxin Antiscorpion toxin vHH Antitoxin therapy against lethal scorpion envenoming 83
Toxin A from Clostridium difficile Antitoxin and vHH Potent neutralizer against cytopathic effects of toxin A 

for C. difficile infection 
84

Snake venom Antisnake venom vHH Antitoxin therapy for snake venom-induced pathology 85–87
RP Anti-RP vHH Antitoxin therapy for rotavirus-induced diarrhea 88
Antigen I/II adhesin from Streptococcus 
mutans S36

Anti-S36 vHH Antibacterial prophylaxis against dental caries caused by 
S. mutans

89

FMDv Anti-FMDv vHH Passive FMD immunoprophylaxis to reduce FMD 
transmission between pigs

90

env proteins from HIv-1 Anti-env vHH Anti-HIv-1 microbicides for neutralizing HIv-1 subtypes 
A, B, and C

91

HIv-1 gp120 Anti-gp120 vHH Potent inhibitors of HIv entry for potential anti-HIv 
therapy

92,93

Lactococcal protein ORF18 Anti-ORF18 vHH Prevent phage infection in Lactococcus lactis 94
Hemagglutinin from H5N1 influenza virus Anti-H5N1 vHH Antivirus therapy against H5N1 influenza virus infection 95
vSG from Trypanosomes Anti-vSG vHH Potential immunotoxins for trypanosomosis therapy 96
T-cell ecto-ADP-ribosyl transferase 
ART2.2

Anti-ART2.2 vHH New antidotes against ADP-ribosylating toxins for 
specific blockade of ART2.2 activities

97

TNFα Anti-TNFα v-NAR Potential therapeutics for rheumatoid arthritis treatment 98,99
IL-6R Anti-IL-6R vHH (ALX-0061) Potential therapeutics for rheumatoid arthritis treatment 100
vwF Anti-vwF vHH Potential therapeutics for acute thrombotic 

thrombocytopenic purpura
101

Human GFAP Anti-GFAP vHH Potential therapeutics for central nervous system disease 103,104
HeR2 Anti-HeR2 vHH-coated gold 

nanoparticles
Potential photothermal therapeutics targeting breast and 
ovarian cancers

107

Abbreviations: Env, envelope; FMD, foot-and-mouth disease; FMDV, FMD virus; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; IL-6R, interleukin-6 receptor; RP, rotavirus proteins; 
TNFα, tumor necrosis factor α; vHH, variable domain of heavy-chain-only antibodies in camelids; v-NAR, variable domain of immunoglobulin new antigen receptors in 
sharks; vSG, variant surface glycoproteins; vwF, von willebrand factor; ADP, adenosine diphosphate.
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This blockade was highly specific, ie, only targeting blockade 

of enzyme ART2.2 but not the related enzymes ART1 or 

ART2.1, which eventually leads to develop new antidotes 

against ADP-ribosylating toxins.97 In addition, several other 

nanobody-derived therapeutics are already in the pipeline. 

For instances, anti-IL6R and anti-tumor necrosis factor α 

nanobodies were developed to treat rheumatoid arthritis,98–100 

and an anti-RANKL nanobody was generated for bone loss 

disorder therapy.1 Some therapeutic nanobodies, such as an 

anti-von Willebrand factor nanobody for the treatment of 

acute thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, have passed 

Phase I and Phase II clinical trials.101 However, there is 

expectedly high competition from other therapeutics, includ-

ing conventional McAbs and other antibody-derived small-

size formats, such as scFvs and Fabs.1

On the other hand, the success of nanobodies as targeting 

therapeutics in clinic environments will also come from a 

more patient friendly administration, such as topical, oral, 

and inhalation or targeting delivery of cargoes to tissues 

that are difficult to access, and from obtaining improved 

biopharmaceutical parameters, including blood concentra-

tions and prolonged residence time.1,102 To this end, nano-

bodies have been extensively used for targeting delivery of 

cargoes to different targeting antigens in in vivo organs to 

improve their biopharmaceutical parameters. For example, 

nanobodies have been assessed in their capacity of crossing 

blood–brain barrier and transcytosis across epithelia, which 

will potentially lead to develop nanobody-based brain-

targeting therapeutics.103–106 Moreover, chemical conjugation 

of nanobodies to branched gold nanoparticles also effectively 

produced antigen-targeting photothermal therapeutics upon 

light irradiation in a near biological window.107

Nanobodies for agricultural protection 
and food analysis
Besides the promising results from enzyme inhibition exerted 

by nanobodies in mammals, nanobodies could also be used as 

enzyme inhibitors to modulate plant physiology and increase 

starch content in plant. For example, an inhibitory VHH 

against starch-branching enzyme A has been generated to 

interfere with the function of enzymes in potato.108 Because 

of specific enzyme inhibition by an inhibitory VHH, the 

content of amylose in potato tuber increases upon targeting 

the VHH to plastids. An increase in amylose is even higher 

than that of the antisense controls, demonstrating the unique 

performance of the nanobodies as plant enzyme inhibitors. 

Furthermore, nanobodies could be used as nanocarriers for 

more efficient and specific delivery of existing chemicals 

to crops and weeds. To this respect, plant-specific VHHs 

were covalently coupled to engineered agrocapsules to 

improve the chemical retention time at target sites and reduce 

the chemical amounts needed.109 The plant-specific VHHs 

have also been generated that could bind stomata, trichomes, 

grass leaves, and the surface area of potato.32 Importantly, 

these plant-specific VHHs also showed good tolerance for 

harsh field conditions, such as temperature, variable pH, and 

salt concentrations. Besides the crops and weeds, nanobodies 

have also been applied for specific and targeting delivery of 

insecticides to insects.33,109 To pursue a high-specific VHH, 

the VHH phages are selected directly against living aphids 

and even whole-insect ELISA has been developed to charac-

terize these insect-specific VHHs. Interestingly, nanobodies 

also been applied to food analysis because of highly extreme 

themostability. Several anticaffeine VHHs have been already 

generated for the quantification of caffeine in hot beverages. 

At 70°C, one of these VHHs could recognize caffeine and 

amazingly recover its binding functionality after an incuba-

tion step at 90°C,110 demonstrating the excellent thermosta-

bility of these nanobodies.

Conclusion and perspectives
In this postgenomic era, searching for picomolar affinity 

and high specific binders against different targets of interest, 

including proteins, peptides, DNAs, RNAs, polysaccharides, 

and small molecules, are overwhelming challenges. Com-

pared to conventional antibodies, nanobodies have follow-

ing excellent properties: nanoscale size, robust structure, 

stable and soluble behavior in aqueous solution, reversible 

refolding, high affinity and specificity for only one cog-

nate target, superior cryptic cleft accessibility, and deep 

tissue penetration, as well as a sustainable source. It is the 

amazingly excellent properties of nanobodies that could 

meet the unmet demand for screening these novel types 

of binders from renewable nanobody resources, making 

them attractive alternatives to conventional antibodies and 

their single-domain formats, such as Fab and scFv. The 

nanobody-derived binders have already been demonstrated 

to not only recognize only one cognate target of interest with 

high affinity but also differentiate different conformations 

of these targets with superior specificity. Therefore, these 

unique properties of nanobodies offer us opportunities to 

develop specific nanobiotechnological tool kits for various 

biomedical and biotechnological applications.

Current research on applying the nanobody-derived 

nanobiotechnological tool kits in affinity purification, immu-

noprecipitation, chaperone-assisted crystallization, protein 

degradation, gene activation or inactivation, protein–protein 

interactions, cellular bioimaging, in vivo and in vitro disease 
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diagnosis, targeting therapeutics, agricultural and plant 

protection, and food analysis indicate a promising future of 

the use of these nanobodies and their derivative formats in 

biomedical and biotechnological fields. In the future, applica-

tion of nanobodies as versatile molecules in different fields, 

including targeting therapy, targeting delivery, immunosen-

sors, and in vivo imaging, nano-based research tools, is highly 

anticipated. Among these future trends, commercialization 

of nanobodies as a next-generation targeting therapeutics is 

high priority and technical challenge.111,112 Although some 

nanobody-derived products are in the pipeline, some have 

passed Phase I and Phase II trials,1,101 the competition from 

conventional McAbs or other antibody-derived small-size 

formats is huge. As compared to conventional McAbs, the 

small size of nanobodies not only confers their good tumor 

penetration but also enables them for a rapid renal clear-

ance, indicating the challenge to balance improved systemic 

distribution with decreased plasma half-life in designing 

nanobody-based targeting therapeutics.111 Therefore, for 

some intended uses, properties and pharmacokinetics should 

be tailored by linking nanobodies to albumin-binding moieties 

or by changing their hydrodynamic volume in various ways 

to reach a high blood concentration over a prolonged blood 

residence time,1,102 ie, obtaining long-circulating nanobody-

based therapeutics. Furthermore, several other obstacles, 

such as immunogenicity and functionalization,3 still have to 

be clinically addressed before the use of nanobodies in the 

clinic as targeting therapeutics become feasible.
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